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Abstract: This paper is about the theoretical and practical study of Microstrip antennas. In the paper we have simulated the results of two rectangular microstrip patch antenna and fabricated them into a single patch that works on multi frequency operations. For the same we have taken two antennas of frequency 9 GHz and 5.67 GHz and impedance matching is done at 50ohm. The feed is coaxial feed with corner excitation. The antennas after being rearranged with corner excitation is investigated for operating frequency, return loss and radiation pattern. The rearranged structure shows reduction in resonant frequency. The pattern of radiation seems to be almost same. The frequency of the rearranged antenna is perceived to have increased from before. The whole simulation work is done on HFSS software.
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1. Introduction

Micro strip antennas are small and lightweight in structure. They can easily be fabricated and moved from one place to another. They are quite handy due to their small size and better gain. They can be used at higher bandwidth if used in arrays. Microstrip antennas are available in many shapes and sizes like rectangular, circular, elliptical etc or they can be fabricated in any regular shapes. The antenna comprises of a metal patch that is mounted on the insulating dielectric substrate. If the antenna is fabricated on a mounted spaced substrate then the bandwidth is widened and it has a rugged structure. These antennas are quite hardy and efficient to use because of their rugged nature and wide range of applications in various fields such as in military operations, mounted on various vehicles, in satellite communications, and mobile operations in the communication fields.

For this paper we have designed two separate antennas working at 9GHz (X band) and 5.67 GHz respectively using the HFSS software. Then they are connected to each other after being rearranged with corner excitation. The new antenna shows the characteristics of Multi frequency antenna. The feeding is provided at the connecting point of the two single frequency conventional antennas.

Thus this fabricated antenna can be used for wide variety of multi frequency operations in the real time world.

2. Theoretical Consideration

The figure (a) shows that the first antenna with the frequency of 9 GHz. The dimensions are 12.8 mm and 9.8 mm respectively. The feed provided to the antenna is a coaxial cable feed of 1 mm. The impedance matching of the feed is 50ohms from the point of feed provided to the antenna.

The figure (b) shows the second antenna that works at the frequency of 5.67 GHz. The feed provided to the antenna is from the edge of the antenna.
A. The formulas used to calculate width, effective dielectric constant, effective length, length extension and actual length are calculated using the equation 1, 2, 3, 4, Respectively.[1]

An initial guess at the patch width:

\[ W = \frac{c_0}{2f_r} \sqrt{\frac{2}{\epsilon_r + 1}}, \text{\( c_0 \) is speed of light} \]

Find effective parameters:

\[ \epsilon_{eff} = \frac{\epsilon_r + 1 + \epsilon_r - 1}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{h}{W} \right]^{-1/2}, \frac{W}{h} \]

\[ \Delta L = 0.412 \left( \epsilon_{eff} + 0.3 \right) \left( \frac{W}{h} + 0.264 \right) \]

\[ \left( \epsilon_{eff} - 0.258 \right) \left( \frac{W}{h} + 0.8 \right) \]

Get patch length:

\[ L = \frac{c_0}{2f_r \sqrt{\epsilon_{eff}}} - 2\Delta L \]

B. Dimension of Antennas

The dimension of antennas used for the design has been calculated using above formulas which has been tabulated below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of the radiator patch (L)</td>
<td>16 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of the radiator patch (W)</td>
<td>20 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative dielectric constant (( \epsilon_r ))</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of substrate (h)</td>
<td>1.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonant frequency (f)</td>
<td>5.67 GHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3. Result and Discussion

A. The design of the reference structure for 5.67 GHz is given below. Similarly the other antenna of 9 GHz is designed and connected to the conventional single frequency antenna already simulated. This plot for the given patch is drawn by the simulation using HFSS software.
The simulation of the results show the return loss of antenna 1 of 5.67 GHz at -16dB. Its bandwidth is 227 MHz. the second antenna at 9 GHz shows a return loss of -28.1dB with a frequency bandwidth of 620 MHz.

Thus according to the above results we might conclude that the two conventional single frequency antennas are properly functioning and operational within the operation range as specified by IEEE standards.

B. Radiation Pattern

The figures depicted below show the radiation pattern for the conventional and the modified microstrip patch antennas which are simulated at their resonant frequency. The radiation patterns for conventional antenna 1 and antenna 2 are given in figure 3.
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**Figure 3:** (a) Radiation pattern for antenna 1 at 5.67GHz
(b) Radiation pattern for antenna 2 at 9 GHz

The two dimensional radiation pattern of the modified antenna 3 is shown in the figure 4. The beam width according to the above figures is 1000, 1020, 1180 for frequencies at 5.77 GHz, 7.32 GHz and 7.80 GHz respectively. The respective absolute gain is 5.79dB, 5.86dB and 5.38dB. The above radiation patterns show similar variation of radiation performance of antenna which is desirable for multi-frequency.

4. Conclusion

Two micro strip antennas at single frequency are design at 9GHz and 5.67GHz. A multi-frequency antenna is
improvised by connecting two antennas with corner excitation. The new antenna works in the range of three frequency operation at 5.77GHz, 7.32GHz and 7.80GHz with consistency of radiation patterns. The antenna is used for wireless communication system applications.
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